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Elder Scrolls Online is a massively multiplayer online role-
playing game developed and published by ZeniMax Online
Studios. Players enter a persistent virtual world in the role
of one of three character classes-- Fighters, Wizards and
Priests--and engage in turn-based battles against other

players and in the persistent world. A beta version of the
game was launched in the US and Canada in May 2011 and
in Europe and Australia in September 2011. A second beta
launched in the US and Canada in October 2011, and the
full game was released in the US and Canada on February

14, 2012, and in Europe and Australia on February 17,
2012. * Due to the difference in the markets, game content

may differ according to the game region. * A visit to our
website at www.tesonline.com will provide you with more

details about Elder Scrolls Online and allows you to
download the game client. * ELDER SCROLLS ONLINE ©

2010 ZeniMax Online Studios, Inc. This website uses
cookies We use cookies to give you the best possible

experience on our website. By continuing to browse this site
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org.botlibre.sdk.activity.actions; import java.util.ArrayList;
import org.botlibre.sdk.activity.MainActivity; import
org.botlibre.sdk.config.WebMediumConfig; import
org.botlibre.sdk.config.WebMediumConfig.Resp

Features Key:
Brain Age RPG - A new RPG experience that is simultaneously challenging and simple

Unique fantasy world - A vast world where unexplored areas and dungeons open up limitless
possibilities

Customizable character - Choose to develop your character according to your play style
Choices with consequences - A perception system that informs the way you will progress in the game
A dramatic story - An epic drama in which you dive into the story with several parallel playthroughs

A free and open world - A vast world that is connected and open without artificial restriction
Online Multiplayer - Play with others in real time or set in an asynchronous environment

Local Multiplayer - Develop a party of up to four characters in real time on the same Nintendo Switch

How to play:

The game can be played in single-player or with up to three friends in either a normal multiplayer or online
multiplayer configuration. There are two ways to register local multiplayer before starting the game:

Local Multiplayer by Nintendo Switch MILITARY-STYLE: For the purpose of communication, the Party
Members will always have the same voice in Japanese language.
Local Multiplayer by Nintendo Switch ENGLISH-STYLE: The Party Members will all speak in English.
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Characters and Optional Rules

Main characters: 롭 

Secondary characters: 롣한에  

Rules: 휙합니다 

★ Premium Rules
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